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Auras are the energy someone emits around you. The
Aura corresponds with Chakras and Consciousness.

This energy has the ability to influence your own
energy field. It can create and promote relaxation. 

Or, it can stress you out when you are not in a
balanced state of being, resulting in attracting similar

situations or people. 

We are like energetic sponges and our auric field is a
protective layer of energy. 

It is very important that we cleanse our Auric fields
often. Our Auras tell us our energetic state.



Physical Auric Field: this is connected to the Root
Chakra and overall your third dimension senses.

We have 7 layers to our Aura:

1.

2.    Astrol Auric Field: this is connected to your Sacral
Chakra, your emotions, memories, trauma, and

experiences.

3.    Lower Auric Field: this is connected to your Solar   
 Plexus Chakra, logic, thinking, sense of self, and doing

energy.

4.   Higher Auric Field: this is connected to your Heart
Chakra, healing, connection, well-being, and self-

compassion.



5.    Spiritual Auric Field: this is connected to your
Throat Chakra, connection, thoughts, communication,

connecting to authenticity, and spiritual truths.

6.   Intuition Auric Field: this is connected to your
Third Eye Chakra, awakening, intuition, higher

knowing, trust, and sensitivity.

7.   Absolute Auric Field: this is connected to your
Crown Chakra, wisdom, guidance, stores your

alignment, and purpose.t



Types of Aura Colours when
healing is applied: 

 
RED: 

Positive Aura: creative, energy, courage, strength 
Negative Aura: rage, destructiveness, annoyances

 
ORANGE

Positive Aura: vital, joyful, fulfilled
Negative Aura: addictive, fear

 
YELLOW

Positive Aura: wisdom, spiritual, calm
Negative Aura: lazy, careless, fear



GREEN
Positive Aura: healer, connection, loves nature,

compassion
Negative Aura: confusion, closed off, ungrounded,

self-serving

BLUE
Positive Aura: spiritual, vulnerable, authentic

Negative Aura: resistant, out of alignment, lies to
others and themselves

INDIGO
Positive Aura: intuitive, focused, trusting

Negative Aura: lost, confused, reactive, impulsive,
lacks trusting



PURPLE
Positive Aura: insight, wisdom, feels connected to

God, guidance
Negative Aura: resistant, often sick, pressure,

disconnected

RAINBOW
A full range of colours means that your vibrations are

high and that you are in good health.

MUDY
A mudy Aura with darker blues and greens means

that your energy is depleted.



HOW TO READ AURAS
 

Pay attention to the people around you. Sense
how they make you feel. Do they make you feel

vibrant and happy or leave you feeling depleted?
Focus on inhaling and exhaling around individuals

sensing how their energy field feels with every
breath.

 
Another technique is to focus on a wall for 30-60
seconds and then shift your eyes to an object to

see what you notice around that object.
 

Meditation and intentions work well too. Close
your eyes. Focus on a person and then feel their

energy. Pay attention to the area of your body that
is getting activated and then look up the chakra

associated with it. 
This will give you a reference to notice the colour
associated with that person and if it feels positive

or negative.



HOW TO CLEAR YOUR AURA

 Cleansing baths and visualizing that you are
cleansing your Aura in the shower. Meditation and

crystals help strengthen and protect your Aura.
Affirmations and checking in daily with how you feel
after you interact with people or situations can help

lift your vibration to clear your Aura.

 Full moons can help you release the energies stuck
in your Aura. Calling on Archangel Micheal can clear

attachments that are on you, lower entities, and
other peoples moods.



CRYSTALS THAT HELP THE AURA
 

Celestite
Amethyst

Moonstone
Selenite

Black Tourmaline
Clear Quartz



TRAUMA TO THE AURA

TEARS IN THE AURA:

Often exist around emotional trauma and if there is
physical strain/resistance in the body. This makes you
vulnerable to psychic attacks. You may also feel other
people's symptoms and their energy pulling on your

energy. 

Most Empaths experience this. It is very important to
protect your energy and strengthen your emotions

and any physical resistance.



CORDS OF ATTACHMENTS:

Attachments are created with a person, place or
thing and this can completely shift your mood, create

patterns of addiction and energetic deleption.

Call on Archangel Micheal to help clear, cut and
remove any attachments in your field. If you are

highly intuitive, this can also create attachments with
lower frequencies and entities that are not fully seen.

Meditation and strengthening your Aura will keep
away any lower vibrations.



ENERGETIC DEBRIS:
This is when the energy around you and within you

feels very static and ungrounded. It can keep
collecting all your impulsive thoughts and creates an

unstable energetic frequency, making individuals
around you feel very uneasy.

HOLES IN THE AURA:
You are more vulnerable to other people's influences

and have your energy taken from you. This usually
happens when you are not fully aware of your

personal energy and attract people in your life that
take from you or emotionally abuse you.

ENERGY SLUDGE: 
Dense and dark energy, and feelings of mental health

issues or illnesses.



Ultimately, your auric field is the protector of
your physical self, your manifestations, and

your reality. 
 

Take the time every day to check in with your
auric field and to ensure you have good auric

hygiene.


